
CIGAR RESERVE



For every famous brandy house the launch of a new brandy position - is a big event, and 

the release of "cigar" brandy - is the highest art. Brandy as well as cigar has its own taste 

and flavor, depending on aging conditions and production technologies.

Creation of Jatone Cigar Reserve

Cigar production process is worth the 

pleasure of smoking process, which usually 

takes place in a relaxed atmosphere, with 

good friends and with a glass of whiskey or 

brandy, which emphasizes all the flavor and 

aroma of cigars.

In order the drink to correctly deiver all the 

advantages of a cigar, its blend should be 

specially selected. No one makes such blends 

among the Ukrainian brandy producers. 

However, for our company, nothing is 

impossible.



Jatone Cigar Reserve

Jatone Cigar Reserve - is “Tavria’s” another

pride and it is the only Ukranian cigar brandy. 

Before becoming a masterpiece Jatone Cigar 

Reserve went a huge path of tastings in 

conjunction with different cigars, by which, was 

found the optimal blend of spirits from 15 to 35 

years old, and it considered to be suitable for the 

majority of medium-strong Cuban, Dominican, 

Nicaraguan and Honduran cigars by many cigar 

experts.

The advantage ofJatone Cigar Reserve -The 

ability to show and complement the taste of 

cigars at all stages of smoking.



1. The germination of tobacco seeds in 

nurseries on the tobacco plantations of 

about 45 days.

cigar production stages

2. Transplant in an open ground, where from October 

to December, the plant reaches a growth of at least 

1.5 m.

3.Collection takes place from January to 

March, only the leaves are collected and 

sent to a drying house

4. In the house comes “curado” process - drying in 

special conditions during 50 days without sunlight.



Briefly about cigar production stages

5. After drying, the leaves are rolled into a bale and 

leave half-meter for further

30 days of tobacco fermentation.

6. Selection and sorting - cuttings removal and 

drying for a few days.

7. Stacking bales and sending to the cigar 

factory.



Depending on the method of production there are 3 types of cigars:

- Completely handmade “Totalmente a mano” - the most noble cigars;

- Semi-manual production “Hecho a mano”

- Machine production – “Machine”

Types of cigars and their structure

The cigar consists of three components:

- tobacco leaves filler (tripa), which fill most of 

the volume of cigars;

- binder leaf (capote), which gives the cigar 

shape;

- wrapper (capa), wrapping a cigar outside



Name SKU
JATONE CIGAR RESERVE

Bottle Volume 0,7л

Quantity in box 6 pcs.

Package Oslo Glass bottle, tube

Alcohol content 40%.

Features
Each bottle will have individual number in the 

batch and batch serial number. 

Flavor
Dominated by wood and musk tone, turning 

into bright flavor pastries and dried fruit

Taste
Chocolate dessert with almonds and dried fruit 

notes.

Aftertaste Sweet sherry, raisins and pine nuts

Combination

It goes well with cigars at all stages of smoking 

complementing the sweetness of it, with nutty 

notes and woody tones. Compensates lacking 

in a cigar tastes.

Shelf life 2 years

JATONE CIGAR RESERVE



JATONE CIGAR RESERVE

Individual batch 

bottle number 

The total number 

of bottles in the 

batch

Batch number

Barcode



Competitive landscape - cognacs

Volume: 0,7 l

Manufacturer: Ukraine

Aging: 15-35 years

Volume: 0,7 l

Manufacturer: France

Aging: up to 10 years

Volume: 0,75 l

Manufacturer: France

Aging:  30 years

Volume: 0,7 l

Manufacturer: France

Aging: 15-20 years

Jatone Cigar 
Reserve

Hine Cigar Reserve Frapin Cigar ReserveCigar Club



Competitive landscape - whiskey

Volume: 0.7L

Manuf: Ukraine

Aged15 to 35 years

Volume : 0,7L

Manuf: Scotland

Aged:  10  years

Volume : 0,7L

Manuf: Scotland

Aged:  12 years

Volume : 0,7L

Manuf: Scotland

Aged:  14 years

Jatone Cigar 
Reserve

Grant’s GlenfiddichGlenmorangie



• The longest cigar in the world - 43 meters 38 centimeters was made by 65-year-
old Cuban Jose Castelar. This record was recorded in the Guinness Book of 
Records.

• Sir Winston Churchill, preparing for difficult negotiations with the Soviet 
leadership, inserted into his cigar a straightened paper clip, thereby diverting 
attention from the affairs of his interlocutors. After half an hour of conversation, 
his counterpart thought only about when that monstrous length of ashes would 
fall?

• US surgeon-in-chief took the cigar smokers to non-smokers in 2005 in his report . 
Harm from smoking cigars is not comparable with the damage from cigarettes.

• There is a legend that due to Catherine II appeared bows on cigars (paper rings 
on cigars). The Empress was smoking a lot and was very worried for the healthy 
color of fingers (hand had to give kisses). Because of this, each cigar wrapped 
with a ribbonfor her of expensive silk.

Interesting facts about cigars


